**Floor Boxes**

**Table & Wall Boxes**

Now you can remove the unsightly equipment boxes hanging off projector poles and mount them in this architecturally-designed ceiling enclosure. Many styles, various price ranges, and "smart and Green" modules make these boxes perfect for ceilings and walls.

**Fire-Resistant Boxes**

Our Fire-Resistant Box solutions expand the versatility of our floor box by providing enhanced, fire-resistant versions of our existing products. Our Fire-Rated Box solutions comply with UL 263 Fire-Rating Ratings.

**Table & Wall Boxes**

**Wall Mounts & Charges for iPad® Mobile Digital Devices**

The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white, ivory or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our website and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

**Intelligent Plate Solutions**

The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white, ivory or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our website and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

**Power Switching**

The Perfect PoE / USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box and connect the FSR IPD wall mount. The PoE-USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

**Legacy Products**

**Surface Mount**

Flush Mount

Table Mounts

The Perfect PoE / USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box and connect the FSR IPD wall mount. The PoE-USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.

**Intelligent Plate Solutions**

The IPS family of interconnect solutions offers a comprehensive selection of accessories, available in white, ivory or black. Simply select a plate that fits your application and available space. Then select your internal connector plate. IPS Plates come with a lifetime warranty. We offer FREE standard labeling. Visit our website and drag and drop your solutions with IPS Designer.

**Power Switching**

The Perfect PoE / USB Charger

You can power and charge the iPad from a PoE-Ethernet drop without the need for AC line power. Mount this small cube in a 2-gang wall box and connect the FSR IPD wall mount. The PoE-USB Charger will also notify the iPad that it is connected to a charger avoiding annoying pop-ups.
Switching, Scaling, and Signal Processing

Digital Video Solutions

- DV-PDAO PC to HDMI Converter
- DV-HSB-7 70 meter HDMI® Extender
- DV-HSB-7x 70 meter HDMI® Extender & Repeater Set
- DV-HSB-SP 70 meter HDMI® Extender
- DV-HSB-SPx 70 meter HDMI® Extender & Repeater Set

HDBaseT Extender Solutions

- DV-HDP-41 HDMI® Digital Switcher
- DV-HDPS-41 HDMI® Distribution Amplifier
- DV-MOPS-41 Full-Matrix Digital Switcher & Repeater Set

Digital Ribbon Cables

High speed, high definition HDMI® signal transmission over distances of up to 325 ft.

Cable Pulling Sock

- DR-SOCK TM is perfect protection for cables during installation.
- Pulling pre-connectorized cables is easier with the DR-SOCK TM.

Digital Matrix Switcher

- 9x4 Mixed Signal Scaling: DV-HMSW-88
- 8-Input x 8-Output: DV-HAS

PC to HDMI Converter

- DV-MFSW-94 Transmitter 2-gang auto-switching CAT-x Digital/Analog Scaling
- DV-WPXT-1Ctx Decora Wallplate Transmitter 2-Gang auto-switching CAT-x Digital/Analog

Audio

- DV-HAS

Room Control Systems

FSR makes room control user friendly and cost effective!

FLEX-77 - Room Control at your Fingertips

- 37" Diagonal Color LCD Touch Screen
- Wall or desk mounting
- Self-contained with many features and models
- Up to 4 serial and 4 IR Ports (select models)
- Mult-Command Scripting, Conditionally, Flags
- Built-in Clock/Calendar with Scheduler
- RS-232 & IP Communication

Intelli-Tools

A full selection of multi-purpose utility modules to fit virtually any design application. These high quality devices can be controlled via contact closure or serial input. A great addition to any AV designers or contractors tool box.

Room Combining & Control

- IT-MM MIC
- IT-AS5 AUDIO AMP MODULES

HuddleVU Collaboration Systems

From a single computer, to a full classroom or multi-media boardroom, FSR will distribute and process with cost-effective quality.

Collaboration, Interactive Learning or Huddle Station! Whatever name you give it, students, doctors, or business professionals gather to work together on projects, perform research and review completed works. HuddleVU is the perfect solution.

HuddleVU offers several different systems to meet your requirements, and provides workspace and connections for up to 7 students or faculty members. These are AC or USB power connectors and color coded HDMI cables for each user. Simply plug in and push the color coded button and the user’s notebook or laptop has control of the screen. Systems are also available for 2 or 4 screens using the TB-Touch touch screen control system.

HuddleVU Furniture

Check out our new line of Collaborative Tables.

You can install it in your table, go to your favorite furniture manufacturer, or order a table from FSR. We stock several tables for a quick delivery, but you can also select any color table from the Wilson Art laminate collection.

FSR will distribute and process with cost-effective quality.

The FLEX-IO16 I/O Expansion Unit is a new addition to FSR’s Multi-Tool line. It is a device that can provide 16 Ground Closure Inputs and 16 Lamp Outputs as well as IP-232 & IP Communication to expand the control capabilities of FSR’s FLEX Controllers as well as interfacing with any 3rd party control system.

The FLEX-77 Universal Room Combining System is perfect for up to 8 rooms! This system is perfect for up to 4 rooms. When combining systems, use only one type of system for simplicity.

Laminates by Wilsonart

This symbol and accepts the number of products shown in the circle.

This symbol indicates the number of products shown in the circle.

Laminates by Wilsonart

See BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS are offered to satisfy a variety of applications. The ME-800™ Light Sound System and MBS-1023 Video Sound System (inlet & outlet) are user programmable audio program selection and volume control.
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